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About This Game

A short puzzle game where you
play as you playing as you

to find out why.

Too experimental for more spoilers. I think you'll like the ending if you can find it.

Features

+ Rooms/Layers

+ Buttons
+ Doors and Keys

+ Implications

Accessibility

+ No dialog
- No subtitles

+ No color differentiation required
+ Mostly high contrast

+ No time limits to complete in-game tasks
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+ Simple menu
- No instructions

- No alternative difficulty levels
- Only partial non-remappable controller support (Requires if used: 1 d-pad, 1 button)

- No remappable keyboard keys (Requires: wasd or arrow keys, enter or space or e, escape)
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Game \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing sucks. I only have this amount of time because the game ran in the background on my
computer once. Without my knowledge or consent. 10\/10 would uninstall again.. awesome game, great graphics almost
absolutely no lag for me on highest settings (i have a mid 2013 macbook air 13 inch by the way) if your worried about few
people being on multiplayer don't worry cause theres always loads of players online and overall i think its a great game i have
few gripes about it but i will say them for one being very few zombie maps if you don't buy the dlc and two if you try to connect
a ps3 or xbox controller which i don't know why you would anyway the view starts drifting towards the bottom left corner which
renders the game pretty much unplayable with a controller and if someone knows how to fix this please let me know anyway its
a great game and i definitely recommend it and give it a thumbs up. Just doesnt work DO NOT BUY. If you like Portal, play
this game. Really great concept, love the idea of making turrets out of the pieces of slain foes. Too bad its executed horribly and
the there is no visible readout so I can understand things such as "Lasers do next to no damage even if four of them are shooting
the same target" or "putting things on a rotating axis not only makes them shoot faster BUT it also makes them miss the target
by a minimum of 179 degrees"

this game would be worth the price if it was finished, if it didn't have bad physics and bad AI and bad grafting mechanics.

Honestly I might try it again after a few patches, but for now I believe we should move it to early access where it definitely
belongs.
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A fun and addicting game. I am pretty bad at it, but yet I keep playing it! Ahh!. First chapter only review

I'll definitely be buying this game when it comes out. It's a clever new take on the hidden object games. The art is beautiful. If
your eyes aren't great (like mine) or your monitor is smallish, details can be hard to see, and the details are important, but I still
managed pretty well. There's no real explanations or tutorials, you learn how it works as you go along, but it's pretty intuitive
despite its overall oddness because there's an internal logic.. She is the personification of Compile Heart, evident by her heart
and C theme, and her name. Her friendship with IF may be a reference to how the two companies worked together on various
games, the Neptunia series included. The fact that she is the personification of Compile Heart has actually come up in one of
the games, Hyperdimension Neptunia mk2 to be precise. In one of the events, all the makers talk about what their names would
be if they were CPUs. Compa says she would be Pink Heart but IF says she would obviously be called Compile Heart.. Fun
game, great updates. I'd buy it again.. So why is the 'Civil War' and the 'Ant-Man' DLC not part of the Season Pass?. WHERE
IS ZEN BOUND 1. It's vapourwave, it's beautiful, and from my clearly extensive time in the game, its got a really good
atmosphere and world.

And it's pretty cheap too so that's neat.. This is the third and final game in the Human Tanks series. With the fuel of the human
tanks running out, the era is drawing to a close. And as such, you are leading some of the last Human Tanks in existence to
subjugate some last remaining issues. Gameplay is fun, and hte story is nice.

Play the titles in order for the best experience.

And perhaps by them all in the bundle.. could be a little bit lower in price, but it's still a lot of fun.
And i love the cartoon-style on this one
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